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When we first began to discuss the idea of a Men’s Seder, some questioned the very premise of the idea. Many argued, not inaccurately that for centuries the seder was dominated by male themes, symbols and language and to create a Men’s Seder was both redundant and a step backwards in the development of Jewish identity.

Others, ourselves included openly wondered if men would be drawn to and engaged by the experience - to paraphrase a certain baseball movie, if we built a Men’s Seder would all who are hungry for male bonding come and eat?

Over three years we grappled with those questions, experimented with various formats and ideas and challenged the assumptions - the resulting work is what you hold in your hands. This Haggadah would not have been possible without the support of our congregations Temple Beth Am of Los Angeles, CA and Temple Judea of Tarzana, CA.

A special Thank You to Hazan Mike Stein of Temple Aliyah, in Woodland Hills, CA. Hazan Stein wrote the Men’s Dayenu that you will find herein and brought rhythm, voice and his beautiful neshamah to our first two sederim. Thank you Mike!

Thank you also to Craig Taubman and Craig & Co. for organizing, “Let My People Sing” A community Passover Festival in Los Angeles. Let My People Sing helped launch the first Man Seder in 2005 by giving us a forum through which to share our vision, and Craig came up with the cool name!

Thank you to the 200 plus men who attended the first two Men’s Sederim - we built it but you filled it with your spirit and gave us the encouragement to share the experience with others.

Lastly, thank you to Doug Barden and the Men of Reform Judaism for believing in this project and making this Haggadah possible.